Introduction
The formation of quark matter during protoneutron star (PNS) evolution is still an open issue in the understanding of compact star physics. The standard scenario for the birth of neutron stars indicates that these objects are formed as consequence of the gravitational collapse and supernova explosion of a massive star. Initially, PNSs are very hot and lepton rich objects, where neutrinos are temporarily trapped. During the first tens of seconds of evolution the PNS evolves to form a cold (T < 10 10 K) catalyzed neutron star. As neutrinos are radiated, the lepton -per -baryon content of matter goes down and the neutrino chemical potential tends to essentially zero in 50 seconds. Deleptonization is fundamental for quark matter formation inside neutron stars, since it has been shown that the presence of trapped neutrinos in hadronic matter strongly disfavors the deconfinement transition. In fact, neutrino trapping makes the density for the deconfinement transition to be higher than in the case of neutrino-free hadronic matter. As a consequence, the transition could be delayed several seconds after the bounce of the stellar core. When color superconductivity is included together with flavor conservation, the most likely configuration of the just deconfined phase is two-flavor superconducting (2SC) provided the pairing gap is large enough. The relevance of this 2SC intermediate phase (a kind of activation barrier) has been analyzed for deleptonized neutron stars but not for hot and leptonrich objects like PNSs. In the present paper we shall analyze the deconfinement transition in protoneutron star conditions employing the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Bag model in the description of quark matter. For simplicity, the analysis will be made in bulk, i.e. without taking into account the energy cost due to finite size effects in creating a drop of deconfined quark matter in the hadronic environment.
The hadronic phase
For the hadronic phase we shall use a model based on a relativistic Lagrangian of hadrons interacting via the exchange of σ, ρ, and ω mesons: a non-linear Walecka model (NLWM) [1, 2, 3] which includes the whole baryon octet, electrons and electron neutrinos in equilibrium under weak interactions. The Lagrangian of the model is given by:
where the indices B, M and L refer to baryons, mesons and leptons respectively,
The coupling constants are g σB = x σB g σB , g ωB = x ωB gω B and g ρB = x ρB g ρB . The ratios x σB , x ωB and x ρB are equal to 1 for the nucleons and acquire different values for the other baryons depending on the parametrization. In this paper, we use the parametrization labeled as GM1nh 1 with the following values:
.001070, and the maximum mass is 2.32 M ⊙ .
The quark matter phase
The quark phase is composed by u, d, and s quarks, electrons, electron neutrinos and the corresponding antiparticles. We describe this phase by means of the MIT Bag model at finite temperature with zero strong coupling constant, zero u and d quark masses and strange quark mass m s = 150 MeV. The total thermodynamic potential can be written as:
where the index q and L refer respectively to quarks and leptons. The contribution of the free quarks is given by:
with E cf = p 2 + m 2 cf , being f = u, d, s the flavor index and c = r, g, b the color index. The contribution of leptons is given by:
with E = √ p 2 + m 2 . The degeneracy factor is g = 6 for quarks, g = 2 for electrons and g = 1 for neutrinos. The contribution of antiparticles is obtained from Eqs. (4) and (5) but with µ cf = −µ cf and µ = −µ.
For paired quarks we use the expression:
T dp,
with ε cf = ± (E cf − µ cf ) 2 + ∆ 2 , which is the energy dispersion relation for singleparticle when it acquires an energy gap (∆). The expression for E cf is the same as we showed above. According to the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory the temperature dependence of the gap parameter of Eq. (6) is given by the following expression:
where the critical temperature is,
Deconfinement transition in protoneutron stars
The flavor composition of hadronic matter in β-equilibrium is different from that of a β-stable quark-matter drop. Roughly speaking, the direct formation of a β-stable quark-drop with N quarks will need the almost simultaneous conversion of N/3 up and down quarks into strange quarks, a process which is strongly suppressed with respect to the formation of a non β-stable drop by a factor ∼ G
2N/3
F ermi . For typical values of the critical-size β-stable drop (N ∼ 100 -1000) the suppression factor is actually tiny. Thus, quark flavor must be conserved during the deconfinement transition.
In order to determine the transition conditions, we apply the Gibbs criteria, i.e. we assume that deconfinement will occur when the pressure and Gibbs energy per baryon are the same for both hadronic matter and quark matter at a given common temperature. Thus, we have,
being
B the abundances of each particle species in the hadronic and quark phase respectively and i = u, d, s, e, ν e .
The deconfined phase must be composed by an equal number or red, green and blue quarks (locally colorless):
When color superconductivity is included together with flavor conservation and color neutrality, the most likely configuration of the just deconfined phase is 2SC provided the pairing gap is large enough [4] ,
In the following we analyze the effect of temperature, neutrino trapping and color superconductivity on the deconfinement transition for the GM1nh parametrization.
Results
In Figure 1 we show the behavior of the transition density with the gap parameter ∆ 0 for the GM1nh parametrization of the hadronic EoS. The left panel of the figure corresponds to µ Notice that the mass-energy density of hadronic matter at which deconfinement occurs is a decreasing function of the gap parameter ∆ 0 . The effect is strong, e.g. the transition density for ∆ 0 = 100 -150 MeV is much smaller than for ∆ 0 = 0 MeV. For sufficiently small ∆ 0 the transition density ρ H has constant values. This is because this part of the curve corresponds to temperatures that are larger than the critical temperature T c = 0.57∆ 0 , and therefore the pairing gap ∆(T ) is zero.
In Figure 2 we show the effect of the chemical potential of trapped neutrinos µ . These values of B correspond respectively to the set 1 and set 2 parametrizations of the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model employed in [5] . Notice that the deconfinement density is very similar to the obtained in Figure 3 of [5] within the frame of the NJL model.
In previous work [6] , we perform a more detailed study of quark deconfinement in protoneutron stars using color superconductivity in MIT Bag model.
Conclusions
In this work we analyze the effect of color superconductivity in the transition from hadron matter to quark matter in the presence of a gas of trapped electron neutrinos. We impose color and flavor conservation during the transition in such a way that just deconfined quark matter is transitorily out of equilibrium with respect to weak interactions. For the hadronic phase we use a parametrization of a non-linear Walecka model which includes the whole baryon octet. For the quark matter phase we use MIT Bag model including color superconductivity. In our results we see that the condensation term (∆) becomes important for temperatures below the critical temperature T c (see Figure 1 ). This effect may be strong if the superconducting gap is large enough (Figure 2) .
While neutrino trapping increases the transition density the effect of color superconductivity facilitates the phase transition. Comparing the present results with those obtained within the NJL model, we find that the behavior of the transition density (ρ H ) as a function of temperature is similar for both models. In both cases we see that color superconductivity facilitates the transition below T c . With respect to neutrino trapping, the qualitative behavior of the transition density is opposite in both models. We find in both cases that the transition density decreases at low temperatures because the pairing gap increases. According to our results, within the MIT model, when color superconductivity is considered, both cooling and deleptonization of the protoneutron star tends to increase the possibility of deconfinement as the protoneutron star evolves. 
